
How To Make ProCast Low Current Motor Starters

You will need lead wire. Shooter wire is commonly used but there are other choices. Some

people use Cat 5 others use whatever they can find. I've seen people pick up used lead wire left
under launch pads. I normally use the shooter wire and I prefer the24AWG, it's a little easier
to work with and makes a robust lead.

In the photos below I use 24 AWG shooter wire and 30 AWG Nickle Chromium resistance
wire. For low current starters the 30 AWG resistance wire is not a good choice. I used it for
clarity only and it is not recommended, if I had used the 35 A\ryG wire it would be diffrcult to
see. In actual practice I'd use the 36AWG Nickle Chromium resistance wire.

Cut one lead about %" shorter than the other.

Strip the insulation as shown.

Step 2

Step I
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Bend the long lead over and out of your way.

Step 3

Wrap your resistance wire around base of the short conductor, use at least four wraps. Barber
pole style.
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Step 4

Bend the conductor over and crimp firmly.

Bring the resistance wire up the side of the insulation and wrap the long conductor the same

way-

Step 5



Fold over and crimP as before'

Step 7

Cut the excess resistance wire off and your done-
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You want about aY+" of the resistance wire showing along the insulation. The resistance should

measure about 1.0 Ohms (on the average). This method works well for starters made with
ProCast, less sensitive pyrogen may not be as successful.

To make the starter I took a clear soda straw and stuffed it with ProCast. It's very simple, you
just poke the straw into the mix until you reach the desired depth. Next, I insert a Hot Wire
assembly into the bottom of the straw, pushing it allthe way to the top. ProCast burns violently
and will actually propel itself away from the lead assembly if it's not ignited close to the top. I
have had instances where the starter actually left for parls unknown and it's best to avoid that.

The following shows how to cast a starter into a soda straw and some datal collected. It's very
simple. Follow the directions for great results.

Cast Starter 1
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I using a standard clear plastic straw. The dimensions are as follows.
slightly smaller inside. They are usually about 7 Yz" long

About W' OD and



Cast Stmter 2

I stop when the starter is about an inch long'

This will produce a starterthat weighs about '657

Grams. Adjust your length to modiff the weight'
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Cast Starter 3

Next push your hot wire assembly into the casting'

cut the casting to the desired length and tap the top until the hot wire assembly is all the way to

the top.

Cast Starter 4
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Cast Starter 5

In this photo you can see the top of the conductor sticking slightly out of the top.

Here is some data I recorded from a few I made.

Sample # Resistance Developed Leneth Weight Successful burn?
I .8 t" .675 s Yes
2 1.3 l" .675 s Yes
-J 1.2 t" .675 s Yes
4 1.0 L" .675 s Yes
5 1.0 t" .675 e Yes
6 .8 t" .675 s Yes

The developed length is the average length of the casting.

The weight reflects the weight of the compound and does not include the hot wire assembly.

The size of these starters would need to be adjusted to suit your needs. Make them shorter for
less weight longer for additional weight. These would probably be suited for K or M class

motors.



E-Match Ignition

The exact same thing can be done using E-Matches. Some E-Matches are sensitive to acetone,

so when you insert them into the casting go all the way to the top. Don't stop. This will keep

the match from being compromised.

Allow the starters to dry overnight.

More Photos:

Hot Wire Straw Cast Motor Starters

Photo # 1
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Photo #3

EMatch Straw Cast Starters

Photo #1
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E-Match



Phato #2

Photo #3
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